Welcome and Introduction:

Jerelle Jenkins, Americans for the Arts Field Education Coordinator, brings attendees out of the Waiting Room and into the Zoom Room. She will provide technical guidance on participating in the webinar and then introduce Nina to moderate.

Moderator:

Nina Ozlu Tunceli, Chief Counsel of Americans for the Arts and Executive Director of the Arts Action Fund, provides overview remarks and introduces webinar speakers. Nina asks a polling question to the audience.

Speaker:

Bob Lynch, President and CEO of Americans for the Arts, provides a research and legislative update on PPP forgiveness legislation.

Speaker:

Sarah Mercer, Attorney and Shareholder with Brownstein, Hyatt, Farber, Schreck, uses powerpoint slides to provide detailed guidance of the PPP Loan Forgiveness Application and Guidelines.

Q&A from the Chat Room:

Nina and Sarah answer a series of PPP questions submitted by registrants through the Webinar’s Chat Room.

Conclusions:

Nina thanks the speakers and registrants.
Jerelle concludes the webinar.